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Economic conditions are better than many people expected after a 
period of aggressive monetary tightening. Real growth is running above 
trend, the labor market has started to normalize without a material rise 
in unemployment, and inflation has cooled from very high levels. 
Despite this positive backdrop, a challenging dealmaking environment 
and a lack of exit routes have left many PE investors waiting for more 
clarity on where the economy, interest rates, and valuations are 
headed. Lower borrowing costs are likely a precondition for a material 
pickup in buyout activity, but despite the Federal Reserve (the Fed) now 
holding rates steady, significant rate cuts are unlikely to happen 
anytime soon. Meanwhile, sellers are not budging much on valuations 
and do not want to sell into a weak market as corporate buyers remain 
generally cautious on spending. These dynamics suggest sluggish PE 
conditions may grind along for the next several quarters. 

The long-term outlook for the PE market has its own challenges. In 
particular, the recent rise in long-term bond yields has altered the 
risk/return trade-offs facing institutional investors. The near-zero 
interest rates and compressed risk premiums over the past decade 
helped fuel strong demand for PE as investors looked for ways to meet 
their return objectives. The re-emergence of attractive Treasury yields 
on an absolute and relative basis will have the opposite effect. 
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The economic environment
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• Economic growth has been much better than many expected this far into a monetary tightening cycle, with an annualized real GDP growth 
rate of 4.9% in the third quarter of 2023. 

• Consumer spending has remained the key driver of overall economic growth even as the labor market has started to normalize in an orderly 
fashion, with employment growing at a moderate pace. 

• Inflation has cooled in spite of strong real growth and a still-tight labor market, mainly due to increases in supply. Despite the recent 
positive developments, the big-picture view of inflation remains the same: With many disinflationary tailwinds dissipating, strong nominal 
income and spending growth point to underlying inflation remaining above the Fed’s 2% target, barring a slowdown in real economic 
activity.  

• Strong real growth and cooling inflation have been enabled in part by a much-larger-than-expected fiscal deficit, which is unlikely to persist 
in 2024. 

• The Fed has not raised rates further at its last two meetings, leaving the target range of the federal funds rate sitting at 5.25% to 5.50%. 
This shifts the key question about monetary policy from how high rates will go to how long they will stay there. If the economy remains 
resilient, the bar will likely be high for the Fed to cut interest rates. 

• Although many economists have abandoned their calls for a recession, our quantitative model still suggests an elevated recession risk over 
the next 18 months. 

THE WAITING GAME
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THE WAITING GAME

Driven by consumer spending, growth has been much better than expected this far into a 
tightening cycle…

Contribution to quarterly annualized real GDP growth

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis • Geography: US
*As of September 30, 2023

Note: Data for Q3 2023 is from the advanced GDP estimate.
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…even as the labor market has slowly started to normalize… 

Six-month annualized employment growth by survey

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics • Geography: US
*As of September 30, 2023

Job openings rate versus quits rate

1.4%
0.2%

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics • Geography: US
*As of October 31, 2023
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A remarkable supply-side 
recovery, along with cooling 
rent prices, has helped drive 
overall inflation back down 
to more moderate levels in 
2023. However, now that 
supply chains have mostly 
recovered, the risk of a 
resurgence in inflation is 
elevated. This risk is 
heightened by rising energy 
prices, which, if persistent, 
will have flow-through 
impacts to inflation in other 
goods and services.

The big-picture view of 
inflation remains the same: 
With many disinflationary 
tailwinds dissipating, strong 
nominal income and 
spending growth points to 
underlying inflation 
remaining materially above 
the Fed’s 2% target, barring 
a slowdown in real economic 
activity. 

THE WAITING GAME

…and inflation has cooled from very high to moderately high levels, 
although higher energy prices are driving a short-term bounce.  

Sources: Bureau of Labor Statistics, PitchBook • Geography: US
*As of September 30, 2023

Contribution to CPI inflation by major category (three-month annualized rate)*
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These desirable economic conditions have been enabled by low corporate sensitivity to higher 
rates, surprisingly supportive fiscal stimulus…

Nonfinancial corporate net interest payments as a percentage of gross 
value added*

Sources: Federal Reserve, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Congressional Budget Office • Geography: US
*As of June 30, 2023

Note: The annual 2023 fiscal deficit figure of 5.9% is based off the latest CBO forecast made in June 2023. Shaded areas indicate recessions as defined by the NBER.
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…global supply chain recovery, and an influx of completed multifamily apartment buildings that 
have helped slow rent price inflation.

Global Supply Chain Pressure Index (Z-score)

Source: US Census Bureau • Geography: US
*As of September 30, 2023

Note: Multifamily is defined as buildings with five or more units.
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But inflation and wage growth indicate price levels may stabilize above the Fed’s 2% target…

Select core inflation measures (three-month annualized)
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After pausing rate hikes in June, 
the Fed raised rates another 25 
basis points in July before holding 
the target range of the federal 
funds rate at 5.25% to 5.50% at 
its next two meetings. Although 
the Fed has hinted at an 
additional hike this year, we think 
that it will most likely hold rates 
where they are. 

The key question about monetary 
policy has now shifted from how 
high rates will go to how long they 
will remain restrictive. That will 
depend primarily on economic 
growth. If a recession does occur, 
we expect the Fed will act 
aggressively. However, if the 
economy remains resilient, we 
think the Fed will be reluctant to 
cut rates until inflation is running 
consistently around its 2% target. 
Given that underlying inflation 
appears to be stabilizing around 
3%, there is a risk that short-term 
rates remain above 5% for the 
foreseeable future. 

THE WAITING GAME

…fueling the risk that, while the Fed may be done hiking, it will be 
reluctant to aggressively cut rates, contrary to market expectations.

Sources: Federal Reserve, CME Group • Geography: US
*As of November 6, 2023

Note: The long-run equilibrium is based on the Fed’s latest Summary of Economic Projections.

Federal funds rate with market expectations*
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Despite increased optimism for a soft landing, the risk of recession remains elevated.

Source: PitchBook • Geography: US
*As of October 31, 2023

Note: Predictions are out-of-sample and not made during a recession.
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Shifting bond market dynamics and 
considerations for allocators

THE WAITING GAME
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• The Treasury has funded the unexpectedly large fiscal deficit in 2023 with short-term debt, which has come from excess liquidity in the 
Fed’s overnight reverse repurchase (reverse repo) facility. 

• While the Treasury has some flexibility in its funding strategy, it is already operating at the upper end of the recommended range of its 
allocation to short-term debt. Given the expectations of increasing deficits over the next decade, the Treasury will need to increase its 
issuance of long-term bonds.  

• Expectations of more long-term debt issuance comes at a time when the two biggest buyers of Treasuries in the last decade—the Fed and 
commercial banks—are now net sellers. 

• The shift in supply-demand dynamics for long-term Treasuries has contributed to the recent rise in yields. The 10-year Treasury yield 
reached 5% for the first time since 2007. 

• With cash and long-term Treasuries offering an attractive absolute and relative yield compared with other assets, the risk/return trade-offs 
have shifted dramatically for institutional investors with multi-asset portfolios. 

• Just as investors were “pushed out on the risk curve” when interest rates were around 0% and risk premiums were compressed, higher 
yields will pull them back in. All else being equal, this will decrease the demand for risky assets like PE as investors can take less risk to 
achieve their return objectives. 

THE WAITING GAME
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THE WAITING GAME

Thus far, the unexpectedly large fiscal deficit has been funded mostly via bill issuance, which in 
turn has come from excess liquidity parked in the Fed’s overnight reverse repo facility…

Net Treasury bill issuance ($T)

Source: Federal Reserve • Geography: US
*As of October 30, 2023
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…but this cannot continue indefinitely, as the Treasury is operating at the upper end of its target 
on bills outstanding and will need to issue more long-term debt to fund increasing deficits. 

Treasury bills outstanding as a share of total debt

Source: Congressional Budget Office • Geography: US
*As of December 31, 2022

Note: CBO projections are from June 2023; the TBAC’s recommended range of bills outstanding is flexible.
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Over the past 12 months, the Fed and 
commercial banks have unwound $714 billion 
and $463 billion in Treasury securities from 
their balance sheets, respectively. 

THE WAITING GAME 

The expected shift to more long-term debt issuance comes at a time when the Fed is unwinding its 
balance sheet and commercial banks are seeking to mitigate duration risk. 

Trailing 12-month net Treasury security purchases ($T)

Source: Federal Reserve • Geography: US
*As of September 30, 2023
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The rise in long-term Treasury 
yields that has sent the 10-year 
note yield to near 5%—its highest 
level since 2007—has been 
influenced by several factors. First 
and foremost, improving 
economic growth conditions have 
led to expectations of higher-for-
longer real short-term rates, 
which are embedded in long-term 
yields. 

More recently, however, higher 
yields have been driven by an 
increase in the term premium, 
which is the compensation that 
investors receive for taking on the 
risk associated with receiving a 
fixed rate over a long-term 
horizon. Higher term premiums 
have likely been influenced by the 
shift in supply-demand dynamics 
in the Treasury market. The 
Treasury’s need to issue more 
long-term debt over the coming 
years while the Fed continues to 
wind down its balance sheet will 
provide a structural tailwind to 
yields. 

THE WAITING GAME

The changes in liquidity and funding dynamics have played an 
important role in the recent rise in long-term Treasury yields…

Source: Federal Reserve • Geography: US
*As of November 3, 2023

Note: Term premium estimates are based on the Kim and Wright (2005) model.
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…which has occurred while equity risk premiums have fallen, resulting in very different relative 
stock-bond pricing than investors have been used to for the past 20 years.

Sources: Robert Shiller, FRED • Geography: US
*As of October 31, 2023

THE WAITING GAME

10-year Treasury yield versus the trailing 12-month S&P 500 earnings yield*
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For asset allocators, most of the 
2010s were defined by low 
expected long-term returns 
across asset classes due to a 
decade of extremely loose 
monetary policy in the wake of 
the global financial crisis. Facing 
fixed return targets, many 
allocators were “pushed out on 
the risk curve.” This dynamic hit 
an extreme after another massive 
episode of monetary stimulus in 
2020 and 2021. Private market 
strategies were key beneficiaries 
of low expected returns as money 
flowed into riskier assets. 

The long-term outlook for returns 
now looks quite different than it 
did in the last decade, and 
especially since risk premiums 
bottomed in 2021. The entire 
efficient frontier has shifted 
higher, but much more so at the 
front end. This will allow 
allocators to take less risk to meet 
return targets and, in turn, 
decrease demand for risky assets 
like PE.

THE WAITING GAME

Higher yields have caused the capital allocation line to shift up, 
significantly altering risk/return trade-offs in multi-asset portfolios…

Sources: PitchBook, Horizon Actuarial • Geography: US
*As of August 2023

Note: The 2023 expectations were generated before the recent further rise in long-term bond yields.
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The shift higher in the efficient 
frontier has dramatically changed 
how much risk allocators need for a 
given return target. To illustrate this 
point, we created two optimal 
portfolios assuming a typical 7% 
nominal return target using expected 
returns from 2021 and 2023. Private 
market exposure was capped at 40% 
to reflect a reasonable liquidity risk 
profile. 

In 2021, the optimal allocation to core 
bonds was 0% and all of the portfolio 
was allocated to risky assets across 
equity, credit, and real estate. While 
allocators likely did not implement 
such an extreme portfolio, it shows 
just how challenging it was to achieve 
a 7% return at that time. With the 
rise in bond yields over the past two 
years, the optimal allocation to core 
bonds in 2023 increased to 45%. The 
re-emergence of core bonds 
providing a reasonable expected 
return, given their risk reduction and 
diversification benefits, will pull 
exposure away from riskier parts of 
the portfolio like PE. 

THE WAITING GAME

…which has made allocating to Treasury and investment-grade debt 
an attractive option in many multi-asset portfolios once again.  

Sources: PitchBook, Horizon Actuarial • Geography: US
*As of August 2023

Note: Maximum allocations of 10%, 20%, and 10% were allowed in private real estate, private 
equity, and private debt, respectively. A minimum of 30% in public equity was required.

Hypothetical minimum risk portfolio to achieve a 7% target (geometric) based on 10-year capital market 
assumptions*

https://www.horizonactuarial.com/survey-of-capital-market-assumptions
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Challenges to the buyout model

THE WAITING GAME
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• The lack of available credit as well as the cost of credit remain key challenges to closing buyout deals. While private credit has helped fill 
the funding gap created by the slowdown in the leveraged loan market, momentum appears to be fading. 

• Valuations have not come down enough to entice buyers to enter the market aggressively given the debt environment. Buyout purchase 
prices through the first three quarters of 2023 were 11.5x EBITDA, down only slightly from the peak of 11.8x in 2022. 

• With valuations still elevated and debt costs in double digits, the ability of companies to make interest payments continues to be a major 
risk. EBITDA interest coverage ratios fell to just 2.4x for deals completed so far in 2023. 

• Sponsors have responded by increasing equity contributions, which moved above 50% for the first time in at least 15 years. 

• Corporate defaults and bankruptcies have largely been subdued in both the leveraged loan market and across US businesses more broadly, 
mainly because top-line growth has been strong. However, revenue and EBITDA growth of small-cap public companies has started to slow, 
suggesting an increased risk of failures. 

THE WAITING GAME
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Traditional sources of credit remain scarce and expensive…

Trailing six-month leveraged loan issuance for buyouts ($B)*

Source: PitchBook | LCD • Geography: US
*As of October 31, 2023
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THE WAITING GAME

…and although private credit has helped fill the funding gap, the pace of activity has started to 
slow.

Count of buyouts by debt funding source

Sources: PitchBook | LCD, Morningstar • Geography: US
*As of September 30, 2023

Note: Private credit deal count is based on transactions covered by LCD News. The BDCs included in 
the data are based on the holdings of the VanEck BDC Income ETF.
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THE WAITING GAME

Valuations have remained elevated, resulting in lower risk premiums and, along with the rise in 
rates, lower coverage ratios…

Buyout purchase price multiples (EV/EBITDA)

Source: PitchBook | LCD • Geography: US
*As of September 30, 2023

Note: The data in both charts is from issuers with EBITDA of more than $50 million.
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THE WAITING GAME

…which have been somewhat offset by a lower usage of debt and leverage. 

Equity contribution to buyout purchase price

Source: PitchBook | LCD • Geography: US
*As of September 30, 2023

Note: The data in both charts is from issuers with EBITDA of more than $50 million.
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THE WAITING GAME

Although coverage ratios have declined, there has been only a moderate pickup of credit events in 
both the leveraged loan space and in US businesses more broadly…

Morningstar LSTA Leveraged Loan Index trailing 12-month default rates 
by par amount*

Source: Administrative Office of the US Courts • Geography: US
*As of June 30, 2023
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THE WAITING GAME

…as corporate revenue and earnings growth has been strong. But momentum has started to slow. 

Median trailing 12-month growth of nonfinancial companies in the 
Russell 2000 Index

Sources: PitchBook, Morningstar • Geography: US
*As of September 30, 2023

Median trailing 12-month EBITDA margin of nonfinancial companies in 
the Russell 2000 Index
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THE WAITING GAME

These challenges have resulted in a significant slowdown in buyout dealmaking… 

Trailing six-month buyout deal value trends*

Source: PitchBook • Geography: US
*As of September 30, 2023

Note: Data is seasonally adjusted and includes estimates for the most recent four quarters.
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The PE deal trends dashboard 
provides a quantitative 
assessment of overall deal 
activity in the past six months, 
as well as within each sector 
and deal type after adjusting 
for seasonality and reporting 
lags. The long- and short-term 
Z-scores represent Z-score 
normalized deviations from a 
full-period linear trendline and 
a 12-month exponential moving 
average, respectively. 

THE WAITING GAME

…but investments that are less reliant on leverage continue to close 
at a brisk pace, especially PE growth. 

Source: PitchBook • Geography: US
*As of September 30, 2023

Note: Data is seasonally adjusted and includes estimates for the most recent four quarters.

Trailing six-month PE deal trends dashboard*

Segment Current % of total Long-term score Short-term score Current ($B) % of total Long-term score Short-term score

Total 4,421 100.0% $380.5 100.0%

B2B 1,690 39.5% $143.7 38.6%

B2C 619 14.5% $49.5 13.3%

Energy 115 2.7% $13.3 3.6%

Financial services 434 10.1% $57.3 15.4%

Healthcare 578 13.5% $41.6 11.2%

Information technology 737 17.2% $55.9 15.0%

Materials & resources 108 2.5% $11.0 3.0%

Buyout 788 17.8% $94.9 24.9%

Add-on 2,584 58.4% $234.0 61.5%

PE growth 908 20.5% $43.3 11.4%

Deal count Deal value
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deals_dashboard





										Deal count										Deal value

								Segment		Current		% of total		Long-term score		Short-term score				Current ($B)		% of total		Long-term score		Short-term score

				total				Total		4,421		100.0%		1.0		-0.1				$380.5		100.0%		1.3		0.1

				B2B		Sector		B2B		1,690		39.5%		1.3		-0.3				$143.7		38.6%		2.0		0.2

				B2C				B2C		619		14.5%		0.0		-0.8				$49.5		13.3%		0.3		-0.1

				energy				Energy		115		2.7%		-1.5		-0.7				$13.3		3.6%		-1.9		-1.2

				financials				Financial services		434		10.1%		2.5		0.6				$57.3		15.4%		4.2		1.0

				healthcare				Healthcare		578		13.5%		-0.5		-1.1				$41.6		11.2%		-0.8		-0.7

				tech				Information technology		737		17.2%		0.7		0.1				$55.9		15.0%		0.1		-0.3

				materials				Materials & resources		108		2.5%		0.2		0.5				$11.0		3.0%		0.3		0.8

				buyout		Type		Buyout		788		17.8%		-1.1		-0.5				$94.9		24.9%		-1.1		-0.6

				add_on				Add-on		2,584		58.4%		1.0		-0.5				$234.0		61.5%		2.3		0.3

				growth				PE growth		908		20.5%		2.4		0.3				$43.3		11.4%		1.6		0.0









exits_dashboard



										Exit count										Exit value

								Segment		Current		% of total		Long-term score		Short-term score				Current ($B)		% of total		Long-term score		Short-term score

				total				Total		628		100.0%		-2.14		-1.43				$114.0		100.0%		-2.34		-1.39

				B2B		Sector		B2B		266		41.4%		-0.84		-0.83				$44.1		38.7%		-1.29		-0.82

				B2C				B2C		100		15.6%		-2.35		-1.29				$13.5		11.8%		-2.45		-1.44

				energy				Energy		39		6.1%		-1.62		-0.89				$12.2		10.7%		-1.06		-0.66

				financials				Financial services		34		5.3%		-2.74		-0.99				$6.2		5.5%		-2.95		-1.17

				healthcare				Healthcare		71		11.0%		-2.25		-1.77				$13.0		11.5%		-2.53		-1.97

				tech				Information technology		102		15.9%		-1.67		-0.87				$20.8		18.3%		-1.60		-0.43

				materials				Materials & resources		31		4.8%		-0.47		-0.27				$4.0		3.5%		-1.67		-0.93

				acquisition		Type		Acquisition		329		51.2%		-1.86		-1.18				$61.7		54.2%		-2.01		-1.15

				buyout				Buyout		304		47.3%		-1.58		-1.16				$50.5		44.4%		-2.09		-1.19

				public listing				Public listing		10		1.6%		-1.46		-1.07				$1.6		1.4%		-1.82		-1.92









deals_data

		slice		value_count		value_value		trend_norm_count		trend_norm_value		short_trend_norm_count		short_trend_norm_value

		add_on		2584		233.998852659		0.970588741		2.3175275415		-0.4830399825		0.2630348153

		buyout		788		94.9297206811		-1.1233433339		-1.1161794154		-0.4537596628		-0.5615331878

		growth		908		43.3326865096		2.3752971692		1.5933297527		0.2832959091		0.0295318943

		B2B		1690		143.657393146		1.3034059372		1.9703856414		-0.2965612076		0.1685027873

		B2C		619		49.5256096548		0.0324639553		0.2603564285		-0.7910228847		-0.0657855811

		energy		115		13.2828577177		-1.454691245		-1.8777467303		-0.6973094819		-1.2391251083

		financials		434		57.3363206225		2.5326683346		4.1825403778		0.6439879822		0.991458537

		healthcare		578		41.5945355525		-0.458285988		-0.8331129284		-1.074957194		-0.701435748

		materials		108		10.9975746819		0.1569741612		0.3436999634		0.4896335222		0.8405314016

		tech		737		55.8669684742		0.7442598592		0.0741479102		0.1216728513		-0.2555347909

		agriculture		5		0.9234630186		-2.5622682825		-0.7525947551		-1.338685082		-0.1502519428

		apparel_accessories		26		1.6390828232		-0.5734421604		-0.9089889874		0.3415837596		-0.0219816973

		capital_markets_institutions		67		7.9341713236		2.2180146285		3.5768581608		-0.1227990916		0.4739025323

		chemicals_gases		33		3.4759813739		-0.1155071919		-0.0165897426		0.254108162		0.5924855692

		commercial_banks		3		0.0950141863		-0.8381157522		-0.8784152884		-0.0889407658		-1.5002111796

		commercial_products		533		51.0755205782		1.7653770424		2.7591607252		0.6361302102		0.6465190325

		commercial_services		1098		87.0217641785		1.1215838352		1.6201267927		-0.6085915147		-0.00091171

		commercial_transportation		33		3.1342130427		-1.4301358402		-0.8430809507		-1.8563272856		-1.6183121758

		communications_networking		47		3.7741607807		-0.17526746		-1.4771101639		-0.2940576689		-1.3327070003

		computer_hardware		30		2.3496804017		0.0180889072		-0.2663717301		0.3568582256		0.000108104

		construction_non_wood		7		0.5420206912		0.2418253407		-0.1276400643		0.0900922101		0.0898529973

		consumer_durables		39		3.4231038712		-2.0337644874		-1.3547607885		-0.6057381271		-0.035796293

		consumer_non_durables		110		7.4240114558		-0.2471261621		-0.4012457249		0.0645649844		0.3115728787

		containers_packaging		39		4.1499693224		0.6459639193		0.7047133517		0.6671428979		0.8681701364

		energy_equipment		20		1.3656776644		0.7234347061		-0.1177372658		1.119451097		0.242227273

		energy_services		43		4.8674617574		-1.3439176471		-1.5637306328		-0.9706428531		-1.4141011797

		exploration,_production_refining		21		3.151127132		-1.1644829015		-0.9474015062		-0.2417816002		-0.2197193309

		forestry		10		0.9382007462		1.6335230228		1.1604373852		0.9146789078		0.7324588038

		healthcare_devices_supplies		39		2.7283255491		-1.5527627578		-1.7717407563		-0.4585278724		-0.3184504268

		healthcare_services		428		30.0925949142		-0.2432918766		-0.3362461821		-1.1296253417		-0.4428448656

		healthcare_technology_systems		64		4.6223964428		-0.6535324377		-1.3869239927		-0.0577973287		-0.7480978479

		insurance		225		32.3333001283		1.5765768326		2.9463907072		0.0585055887		0.5257217109

		it_services		179		17.1130331329		0.9983455977		1.9885565005		-0.5540972922		-0.2723292391

		media		43		3.549377394		0.6492041551		0.1617241352		-0.255152699		-0.1363630213

		metals,_minerals_mining		7		0.8656848813		0.4574773123		1.4561686536		1.5303987682		2.0517099597

		other_business_products_services		28		2.4258953466		3.0528922134		3.4004794623		0.5354575295		0.583261839

		other_energy		30		3.5231306215		-1.4391921522		-2.134385373		-0.3897336498		-0.8030634681

		other_financial_services		137		16.9738349844		4.375262952		5.3838373463		1.5988167585		1.641689343

		other_healthcare		0		0		-0.3619699852		-0.3482258614		-0.3579141928		-0.3579234614

		other_materials		2		0.0536944832		-0.1097790498		-1.037275435		0.2400101945		-0.9328399496

		pharmaceuticals_biotechnology		46		4.1512186464		-0.2568810622		-0.713068309		0.2106325074		-0.4781486782

		restaurants,_hotels_leisure		99		10.2868848223		1.8222450247		2.3708787854		0.8484190003		0.9926072366

		retail		50		5.3097369349		0.3279612085		0.4579767437		0.2643044762		0.0061424566

		semiconductors		4		0.5370693342		-0.0950444303		0.9992092037		0.0569672526		0.4686326895

		services_non_financial		148		8.8204483116		-0.4379810657		-0.4550627379		-1.7086228287		-0.8050078949

		software		477		32.0930248247		0.6929315608		-0.3613681254		0.4154381251		-0.0598235793

		textiles		1		0.0485601651		-1.0864482251		-1.2328894268		-1.4272004842		-1.4899739276

		transportation		105		9.0729640418		1.1872658917		1.055136162		-0.3286919223		-0.3161478151

		utilities		4		0.3754605425		-1.8337282306		-2.1506863689		-1.2346173584		-1.3889512161

		total		4421		380.4990320396		1.0443760533		1.2819463373		-0.1018238617		0.1436700577





exits_data

		slice		value_count		value_value		trend_norm_count		trend_norm_value		short_trend_norm_count		short_trend_norm_value

		acquisition		329		61.6763502313		-1.864271441		-2.0077855788		-1.1761931366		-1.151599856

		buyout		304		50.5460745581		-1.5796678557		-2.0923975424		-1.1582624143		-1.1915537636

		public listing		10		1.5885226807		-1.4598277334		-1.8207820209		-1.070651326		-1.9220975643

		B2B		266		44.0912284033		-0.8378163686		-1.2903227075		-0.832615415		-0.8183021307

		B2C		100		13.4518275553		-2.34684951		-2.4482036704		-1.2878931856		-1.4446883617

		energy		39		12.1884887334		-1.6174389388		-1.0621249095		-0.8940587915		-0.6591066624

		financials		34		6.2140316378		-2.7422966073		-2.9496900653		-0.9911734294		-1.1668197265

		healthcare		71		13.0435155537		-2.245142361		-2.5342151886		-1.7661941237		-1.9665136974

		materials		31		3.9893842044		-0.4703093214		-1.6735162352		-0.2735703305		-0.933893624

		tech		102		20.8324713823		-1.6749720012		-1.5995314209		-0.8744014494		-0.4294554822

		total		628		114.0215812917		-2.1443022558		-2.3419575539		-1.430257487		-1.3892899409
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The exit drought worsens

THE WAITING GAME



Key takeaways
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• The slump in exit activity has worsened. Relative to its long-term trend, the value of PE-backed exits reached its lowest level in at least 30 
years. 

• Companies that were acquired via a leveraged buyout (LBO) from 2016 to 2020 have exited at a much slower pace than expected based on 
pre-2016 exit rates. For example, only 24.3% of companies that were acquired via an LBO in 2019 have exited, compared with the baseline 
expectation of 39.8%. 

• The dearth of exits has caused a significant increase in the buyout holding period. The median age of current buyout-backed companies has 
reached 3.3 years, and almost 35% of those companies have been held for more than five years. 

• The poor exit environment has also caused fund distribution rates to fall to their lowest levels since 2009, which is contributing to a 
negative outlook for fundraising over the next four quarters. 

THE WAITING GAME
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THE WAITING GAME

The slump in exit activity has worsened, making this the worst exit environment in at least the past 
30 years based on detrended value.

Rolling six-month exit value trends*

Source: PitchBook • Geography: US
*As of September 30, 2023
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The PE exit trends dashboard 
provides a quantitative 
assessment of overall exit 
activity in the past six months, 
as well as within each sector 
and deal type after adjusting 
for seasonality and reporting 
lags. The long- and short-term 
Z-scores represent Z-score 
normalized deviations from a 
full-period linear trendline and 
a 12-month exponential moving 
average, respectively. 

THE WAITING GAME

Exit activity trends are deeply negative across all sector and exit 
types. 

Source: PitchBook • Geography: US
*As of September 30, 2023

Trailing six-month PE exit trends dashboard*

Segment Current % of total Long-term score Short-term score Current ($B) % of total Long-term score Short-term score

Total 600 100.0% $98.4 100.0%

B2B 257 43.7% $41.3 41.8%

B2C 86 14.6% $12.6 12.7%

Energy 31 5.3% $8.8 8.9%

Financial services 28 4.8% $5.9 6.0%

Healthcare 55 9.4% $6.2 6.3%

Information technology 98 16.7% $18.7 18.9%

Materials & resources 33 5.6% $5.3 5.4%

Acquisition 276 46.9% $44.4 44.9%

Buyout 308 52.4% $52.0 52.7%

Public listing 4 0.7% $2.4 2.4%

Exit count Exit value
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										Deal count										Deal value

								Segment		Current		% of total		Long-term score		Short-term score				Current ($B)		% of total		Long-term score		Short-term score

				total				Total		4,421		100.0%		1.0		-0.1				$380.5		100.0%		1.3		0.1

				B2B		Sector		B2B		1,690		39.5%		1.3		-0.3				$143.7		38.6%		2.0		0.2

				B2C				B2C		619		14.5%		0.0		-0.8				$49.5		13.3%		0.3		-0.1

				energy				Energy		115		2.7%		-1.5		-0.7				$13.3		3.6%		-1.9		-1.2

				financials				Financial services		434		10.1%		2.5		0.6				$57.3		15.4%		4.2		1.0

				healthcare				Healthcare		578		13.5%		-0.5		-1.1				$41.6		11.2%		-0.8		-0.7

				tech				Information technology		737		17.2%		0.7		0.1				$55.9		15.0%		0.1		-0.3

				materials				Materials & resources		108		2.5%		0.2		0.5				$11.0		3.0%		0.3		0.8

				buyout		Type		Buyout		788		17.8%		-1.1		-0.5				$94.9		24.9%		-1.1		-0.6

				add_on				Add-ons		2,584		58.4%		1.0		-0.5				$234.0		61.5%		2.3		0.3

				growth				PE growth		908		20.5%		2.4		0.3				$43.3		11.4%		1.6		0.0
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										Exit count										Exit value

								Segment		Current		% of total		Long-term score		Short-term score				Current ($B)		% of total		Long-term score		Short-term score

				total				Total		600		100.0%		-2.27		-0.82				$98.4		100.0%		-2.50		-1.20

				B2B		Sector		B2B		257		43.7%		-1.08		-0.56				$41.3		41.8%		-1.46		-0.61

				B2C				B2C		86		14.6%		-2.72		-1.32				$12.6		12.7%		-2.42		-1.29

				energy				Energy		31		5.3%		-2.35		-1.01				$8.8		8.9%		-1.97		-1.04

				financials				Financial services		28		4.8%		-2.72		-0.57				$5.9		6.0%		-2.41		-0.70

				healthcare				Healthcare		55		9.4%		-2.58		-1.00				$6.2		6.3%		-2.77		-1.92

				tech				Information technology		98		16.7%		-1.81		-0.45				$18.7		18.9%		-1.89		-0.55

				materials				Materials & resources		33		5.6%		-0.29		0.10				$5.3		5.4%		-1.16		-0.17

				acquisition		Type		Acquisition		276		46.9%		-2.93		-1.89				$44.4		44.9%		-2.99		-1.88

				buyout				Buyout		308		52.4%		-1.35		-0.05				$52.0		52.7%		-1.87		-0.49

				public listing				Public listing		4		0.7%		-1.62		-1.49				$2.4		2.4%		-1.65		-1.13









deals_data

		slice		value_count		value_value		trend_norm_count		trend_norm_value		short_trend_norm_count		short_trend_norm_value

		add_on		2584		233.998852659		0.970588741		2.3175275415		-0.4830399825		0.2630348153

		buyout		788		94.9297206811		-1.1233433339		-1.1161794154		-0.4537596628		-0.5615331878

		growth		908		43.3326865096		2.3752971692		1.5933297527		0.2832959091		0.0295318943

		B2B		1690		143.657393146		1.3034059372		1.9703856414		-0.2965612076		0.1685027873

		B2C		619		49.5256096548		0.0324639553		0.2603564285		-0.7910228847		-0.0657855811

		energy		115		13.2828577177		-1.454691245		-1.8777467303		-0.6973094819		-1.2391251083

		financials		434		57.3363206225		2.5326683346		4.1825403778		0.6439879822		0.991458537

		healthcare		578		41.5945355525		-0.458285988		-0.8331129284		-1.074957194		-0.701435748

		materials		108		10.9975746819		0.1569741612		0.3436999634		0.4896335222		0.8405314016

		tech		737		55.8669684742		0.7442598592		0.0741479102		0.1216728513		-0.2555347909

		agriculture		5		0.9234630186		-2.5622682825		-0.7525947551		-1.338685082		-0.1502519428

		apparel_accessories		26		1.6390828232		-0.5734421604		-0.9089889874		0.3415837596		-0.0219816973

		capital_markets_institutions		67		7.9341713236		2.2180146285		3.5768581608		-0.1227990916		0.4739025323

		chemicals_gases		33		3.4759813739		-0.1155071919		-0.0165897426		0.254108162		0.5924855692

		commercial_banks		3		0.0950141863		-0.8381157522		-0.8784152884		-0.0889407658		-1.5002111796

		commercial_products		533		51.0755205782		1.7653770424		2.7591607252		0.6361302102		0.6465190325

		commercial_services		1098		87.0217641785		1.1215838352		1.6201267927		-0.6085915147		-0.00091171

		commercial_transportation		33		3.1342130427		-1.4301358402		-0.8430809507		-1.8563272856		-1.6183121758

		communications_networking		47		3.7741607807		-0.17526746		-1.4771101639		-0.2940576689		-1.3327070003

		computer_hardware		30		2.3496804017		0.0180889072		-0.2663717301		0.3568582256		0.000108104

		construction_non_wood		7		0.5420206912		0.2418253407		-0.1276400643		0.0900922101		0.0898529973

		consumer_durables		39		3.4231038712		-2.0337644874		-1.3547607885		-0.6057381271		-0.035796293

		consumer_non_durables		110		7.4240114558		-0.2471261621		-0.4012457249		0.0645649844		0.3115728787

		containers_packaging		39		4.1499693224		0.6459639193		0.7047133517		0.6671428979		0.8681701364

		energy_equipment		20		1.3656776644		0.7234347061		-0.1177372658		1.119451097		0.242227273

		energy_services		43		4.8674617574		-1.3439176471		-1.5637306328		-0.9706428531		-1.4141011797

		exploration,_production_refining		21		3.151127132		-1.1644829015		-0.9474015062		-0.2417816002		-0.2197193309

		forestry		10		0.9382007462		1.6335230228		1.1604373852		0.9146789078		0.7324588038

		healthcare_devices_supplies		39		2.7283255491		-1.5527627578		-1.7717407563		-0.4585278724		-0.3184504268

		healthcare_services		428		30.0925949142		-0.2432918766		-0.3362461821		-1.1296253417		-0.4428448656

		healthcare_technology_systems		64		4.6223964428		-0.6535324377		-1.3869239927		-0.0577973287		-0.7480978479

		insurance		225		32.3333001283		1.5765768326		2.9463907072		0.0585055887		0.5257217109

		it_services		179		17.1130331329		0.9983455977		1.9885565005		-0.5540972922		-0.2723292391

		media		43		3.549377394		0.6492041551		0.1617241352		-0.255152699		-0.1363630213

		metals,_minerals_mining		7		0.8656848813		0.4574773123		1.4561686536		1.5303987682		2.0517099597

		other_business_products_services		28		2.4258953466		3.0528922134		3.4004794623		0.5354575295		0.583261839

		other_energy		30		3.5231306215		-1.4391921522		-2.134385373		-0.3897336498		-0.8030634681

		other_financial_services		137		16.9738349844		4.375262952		5.3838373463		1.5988167585		1.641689343

		other_healthcare		0		0		-0.3619699852		-0.3482258614		-0.3579141928		-0.3579234614

		other_materials		2		0.0536944832		-0.1097790498		-1.037275435		0.2400101945		-0.9328399496

		pharmaceuticals_biotechnology		46		4.1512186464		-0.2568810622		-0.713068309		0.2106325074		-0.4781486782

		restaurants,_hotels_leisure		99		10.2868848223		1.8222450247		2.3708787854		0.8484190003		0.9926072366

		retail		50		5.3097369349		0.3279612085		0.4579767437		0.2643044762		0.0061424566

		semiconductors		4		0.5370693342		-0.0950444303		0.9992092037		0.0569672526		0.4686326895

		services_non_financial		148		8.8204483116		-0.4379810657		-0.4550627379		-1.7086228287		-0.8050078949

		software		477		32.0930248247		0.6929315608		-0.3613681254		0.4154381251		-0.0598235793

		textiles		1		0.0485601651		-1.0864482251		-1.2328894268		-1.4272004842		-1.4899739276

		transportation		105		9.0729640418		1.1872658917		1.055136162		-0.3286919223		-0.3161478151

		utilities		4		0.3754605425		-1.8337282306		-2.1506863689		-1.2346173584		-1.3889512161

		total		4421		380.4990320396		1.0443760533		1.2819463373		-0.1018238617		0.1436700577





exits_data

		slice		value_count		value_value		trend_norm_count		trend_norm_value		short_trend_norm_count		short_trend_norm_value

		acquisition		276		44.3750832908		-2.9274890057		-2.9913057049		-1.8857223376		-1.8838664314

		buyout		308		52.0256768469		-1.3478824737		-1.8697061432		-0.0479050506		-0.4877051276

		public listing		4		2.4049289403		-1.6170265788		-1.6498855812		-1.4897718199		-1.1293376385

		B2B		257		41.3447395871		-1.0845724249		-1.4620163554		-0.5580142176		-0.6134956177

		B2C		86		12.5552874114		-2.7216728811		-2.4211529991		-1.3215451177		-1.2948921628

		energy		31		8.8014644931		-2.3499215868		-1.9699714945		-1.0120371018		-1.0448514412

		financials		28		5.8966371414		-2.7162999902		-2.4124999435		-0.5710659616		-0.6998509382

		healthcare		55		6.192765273		-2.5816961256		-2.7665365826		-1.0038084296		-1.9198485913

		materials		33		5.3347185324		-0.2930279805		-1.1643517416		0.0970771583		-0.1661236754

		tech		98		18.6800766397		-1.8090562089		-1.8897214218		-0.4499736716		-0.5488740925

		total		600		98.4439785416		-2.2734497873		-2.5031307473		-0.8190355526		-1.1985815348
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Months from buyout close date

We analyzed the empirical 
distribution of exit times for all 
buyout deals prior to 2016 in 
order to compare it with more 
recent deals that are being 
impacted by the current exit 
slowdown. We formed buyout-
backed company cohorts by 
age based on their deal year. 

The exit rates of all cohorts 
have fallen behind the pre-2016 
curve, especially for companies 
that have been buyout-backed 
for three to five years. For 
example, only 24.3% of 
companies that were acquired 
via an LBO in 2019 have exited, 
compared with the baseline 
expectation of 39.8%. 

THE WAITING GAME

Portfolio company exit rates have fallen dramatically and are much 
slower than expected…

Source: PitchBook • Geography: US
*As of October 23, 2023

Buyout-backed company exit rates by deal year versus pre-2016*

Pre-2016

2020: -13.5% compared with pre-2016 benchmark

2019: -15.5%

2018: -12.9%

2017: -8.0%

2016: -9.0%
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THE WAITING GAME

…leading to longer holding periods and a greater share of companies that have been held for more 
than five years. 

Holding period (years) of buyout-backed company inventory

Source: PitchBook • Geography: US
*As of October 18, 2023
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Even as GPs have scrambled to find alternative 
methods to return capital to LPs, such as 
secondaries and continuation sales, the trailing 
12-month distribution rate has fallen to its 
lowest level since 2009. Since peaking at 37.6% 
in Q4 2021, the distribution rate for buyout 
funds has dropped to an estimated 11.1% of 
beginning-period NAV.  

THE WAITING GAME

The lack of exit activity has pushed fund distribution rates to very low levels…

Trailing 12-month buyout fund distributions as a percentage of beginning net asset value (NAV)*

Source: PitchBook • Geography: US
*As of September 30, 2023

Note: The data for the most recent two quarters was estimated based on exit deal value.
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In previous research focused 
on long-term private market 
AUM forecasting, we found 
that capital recycling plays an 
important role in fundraising, 
and we built a forecasting 
model to capture this dynamic. 
The amount of private market 
fundraising is influenced by 
how much capital has been 
distributed back to investors, 
as some of those distributions 
are recycled into new funds. 

Given this relationship, the 
decline in PE exit activity and 
the corresponding decline in 
fund distributions have 
important implications for the 
fundraising outlook. In the next 
four quarters ending Q3 2024, 
our model expects that buyout 
fundraising will be roughly 
30% below trend as a result of 
lower distribution rates, for a 
total of $163 billion. 

THE WAITING GAME

…which will be an additional headwind to fundraising efforts…

Source: PitchBook • Geography: US
*As of September 30, 2023

Note: Quarterly fundraising data is seasonally adjusted.

Quarterly buyout fundraising ($B) with one-year-ahead forecasts*
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Trailing four-
quarter average

Estimated impact of trailing 12-month fund distributions on trend fundraising*

https://files.pitchbook.com/website/files/pdf/Q1_2023_PitchBook_Analyst_Note_What_the_Future_Holds_for_Private_Capital.pdf
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THE WAITING GAME

…that are already being challenged. 

Trailing six-month buyout fund count trends*

Source: PitchBook • Geography: US
*As of September 30, 2023

Note: Fundraising data is seasonally adjusted.

Trailing six-month buyout fund value trends*
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Q3 2023 Global M&A 
Report

Download the report here

Additional research

Q3 2023 US PE 
Breakdown

Download the report here

More research available at pitchbook.com/news/reports

Market updates

Q2 2023 PitchBook Private 
Capital Indexes

Download the report here

Q2 2023 Quantitative 
Perspectives: Pumping the 
Brakes 

Download the report here

Q3 2023 US Private 
Credit & Middle Market 
Quarterly Wrap

Download the report here

Q3 2023 US Credit 
Markets Quarterly 
Wrap

Download the report here

https://files.pitchbook.com/website/files/pdf/Q3_2023_Global_MA_Report.pdf
https://files.pitchbook.com/website/files/pdf/Q3_2023_US_PE_Breakdown.pdf
https://pitchbook.com/news/reports
https://files.pitchbook.com/website/files/pdf/Q2_2023_PitchBook_Private_Capital_Indexes.pdf
https://files.pitchbook.com/website/files/pdf/Q2_2023_Quantitative_Perspectives_Pumping_the_Brakes.pdf
https://files.pitchbook.com/website/files/pdf/Q3_2023_US_Private_Credit_and_Middle_Market_Quarterly_Wrap.pdf
https://files.pitchbook.com/website/files/pdf/US_Credit_Markets_Quarterly_Wrap.pdf
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